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This industry leader was transitioning from being a hardware vendor to a SaaS business. They lacked visibility 
into both AWS and GCP. Their Splunk costs were very high and rising higher due to rapid data volume growth. 
They replaced Splunk in their SOC to integrate with Cortex and Demisto (now  XSOAR). Devo enabled them to 
improve visibility, reduce costs, and mature their SOC. It took just four days to go from install, to ingesting 7 TB 
of data, producing analytics, and integrating it all into playbooks.

TYPICAL MIGRATION EXAMPLE

Most companies today have some sort of SIEM or log 
management in their environment. That means most 
of our customers are choosing to replace their current 
solution with Devo. Almost always these migrations 
occur because the legacy solutions can’t scale up 
in volume and can’t perform at scale nearly as well 
as Devo. So, the vast majority of our Professional 
Services engagements could be accurately described 
as “Devo Migrations” rather than “Devo Installations.”  
Devo can also act as a front-end for some customers 
who need us to handle the scale and performance 
increases of their business, but don’t want to 
completely retrain their users on a new solution.  

Usually, our customers are migrating from Splunk, 
Elastic, QRadar, or ArcSight. Regardless of the 
incumbent solution, these migrations follow a tried-
and-true process that we have perfected over the years 
to guarantee a seamless and successful transition. 
This process has been used many times, at many 
different types of businesses, to achieve a successful 
migration. If your business is running into cost, scale, 
or performance problems with your current solution, 
this document will explain how Devo can take you 
from your old legacy solution to the most scalable, 
most performant, and most cost-effective SIEM on 
the market. The time it takes to compete this process 
varies from business to business depending on scope, 
but the process is always the same.  

Let’s go through each of these steps in detail.

THE MIGRATION PROCESS HAS FOUR STEPS 
THAT TAKE PLACE SEQUENTIALLY, WHILE 
TRAINING OCCURS IN PARALLEL FOR THE 
DURATION OF THE MIGRATION PROCESS.
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STEP       - SOLUTION ANALYSIS      
“BEGIN WITH THE END IN MIND.”

Stephen Covey - Author of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People.

Step #1 in the process is to identify very clearly what you want accomplish with your Devo migration. If your 
current solution is on premises, moving to Devo’s cloud-based SaaS solution means you will spend less time 
and fewer resources managing the solution and more time maximizing its value for your organization. Also 
essential to ensuring a successful migration is identifying the goals and use cases around what data you 
need, what you want to do with it, and how Devo interacts with your other solutions. This may be as simple 
as a “1-for-1” replacement of what you already have, along, of course, with the Devo performance and scale 
advantages.

Our most satisfied customers are those that have a clear vision of how their solution could be better. This 
could mean planning to do one or more of the following:

• Add data sources you currently lack because your incumbent platform can’t handle the volume
• Combine data sources together in custom queries or dashboards
• Integrate all of that data into your SOAR playbooks
• Make your solution multitenant to support multiple customers or teams

The key to a successful first step is to have a precise 
understanding of what you have currently, what you need to 
keep, and what you’d like to do better. It’s also helpful to 
identify one or two key people in your organization with 
significant experience using your current solution. These 
power users will play an important role in making sure 
the migration delivers superior value compared to your 
current installation. If you are migrating to Devo from 
Splunk, a Splunk Diag file is very useful in helping 
the Devo team understand your current 
inventory of data, dashboards, and queries. 
For other solutions, there are methods to 
profile the current installation to ensure 
retention of everything you currently 
have before the addition of more 
data sources, dashboards, 
custom queries, and other 
functionality.
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STEP       - DATA ONBOARDING  
Step #2 in your migration journey is to add your data sources into Devo.

Typically, we start with your highest volume sources first, then expand to lower-volume data sources, 
and finish with data sources you may not be currently collecting. Because the Devo platform costs much 
less than our competitors’, it’s common for customers to add data sources they always wanted but didn’t 
previously have due to budget or scalability concerns. Data sources can be business applications, IT 
infrastructure, end-user computers, Amazon S3 buckets, or anything else that produces data. These sources 
can live inside the network or come from multiple cloud providers, such as AWS, Microsoft, and Google.

Getting data in is easy and we have connectors to integrate with your data sources that securely transfer 
data into the Devo cloud. Working with your team, we’ll choose the optimal way to ship data and verify that 
all your data is coming into Devo before we move onto the next step in the journey. The last part of the data 
onboarding process is loading all your historical data into Devo. We start you off with 400 days of hot data 
storage.
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STEP       - DATA ANALYTICS  
If this journey were a road trip, Step #3 is the part where everyone is staring out the window at the beautiful 
scenery as you realize you are getting close to your destination. After the data reaches the Devo Cloud, 
we start combining it in interesting ways and present it to you in Devo Activeboards and custom data 
visualizations. Activeboards are Devo’s real-time version of dashboards. This is where the performance 
advantages of Devo become crystal clear. For one thing, you don’t have to wait minutes for your Activeboards 
to display data—they update in milliseconds. At a Fortune 100 company, Devo reduced query response time 
from five hours to five minutes. You can run custom queries on real-time data and it will update live as you 
watch. You can enrich your data in real time or historically to add context. 

This is also where we migrate your existing correlation rules to our alert policies. Since you probably have 
more data sources now, and more enriched data, your rules also can be expanded, if desired. You also get the 
Devo Machine Learning Workbench at no charge. ML in Devo can be more effective due to the amount and 
access performance of historical data. 
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“THEIR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES TEAM WAS EXCELLENT, VERY RESPONSIVE, AND FOR ANYTHING THAT WE 
NEEDED, THE TURNAROUND TIME WAS MINIMAL.”

Jay Grant - Manager of Security Services at OpenText
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STEP       - INTEGRATIONS  
In Step #4, our professional services organization works closely with your power users to make sure our data, 
alerts, and notifications are integrated with your existing technologies, methodologies, and best practices. At 
this point, you’ve got all the data sources you had (and probably many more) feeding the power of Devo. That 
data is being analyzed in many Activeboards, custom visualizations, and queries.  And all of our out-of-the-
box rules, your custom rules, and our AI are watching for any problems. 

We set up the passing of data via APIs to other elements in your NOC or SOC and integrating with your 
existing playbooks and SOAR platform. We have extensive experience with most major vendors in these 
spaces. Our flexible APIs make it easy to pass data to the other solutions involved in your playbooks and 
share data across your organization. Guidance from your power users is crucial, as we depend on them to tell 
us how you want to leverage the many capabilities of Devo in your processes.
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“THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SPLUNK AND DEVO ARE PERFORMANCE, EASE OF USE, THE FUNCTIONALITY, AND 
THE APPROACH OF THE COMPANY.”

Current Devo Customer
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TRAINING
Training occurs at every step throughout the training process. And we deliver it three different ways. We 
make our extensive online training available to you as soon as you become a Devo customer. This online 
training consists of classroom lectures and demonstrations, online workshops, and testing. Completing 
the training gives anyone a solid base of knowledge. We also conduct 1-on-1 training with your power users 
as we complete each step of the migration process. Finally, as the migration process nears completion, we 
can deliver group training for multiple users for their common tasks or specific functions to help everyone 
achieve a core competency. After the migration is complete, you can focus on getting advanced certifications 
around advanced data visualizations, enrichment, and building vertical applications.

At the end of this journey you will be completely satisfied you left the status quo behind and worked 
with Devo to migrate to a next-generation solution that scales to the volume of your business with the 
performance you need. We look forward to guiding you on that journey. Once it’s complete, you will have the 
full power of Devo at your fingertips. Check out all you can do.


